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Best Practice
P
s for
Condu
ucting Workpla
W
ace
Investtigation
ns
Workplace
e investigationss are crucial wh
hen it comes
to establishing a safe and
d welcoming work
w
ent. However, these
t
investigaations are
environme
often complex and can in
nvolve navigatiing sensitive
efore,
topics and disputes. Morre than ever be
companiess face irreversible reputational damage
and negative publicity if they
t
mishandle workplace
investigatio
ons.
There are many
m
reasons HR professionals may have
to conductt a workplace investigation, including, but
not limited
d to, the follow
wing:






Em
mployee behavvior
Su
uspected substtance use
Co
oncerns of disccrimination, haarassment or
th
hreats
Violations of wo
orkplace rules
Workplace
W
theftt

Employers are expected to take investigations and
employee concerns serio
ously in order to
t foster a
e workplace culture. In fact, organizations
o
supportive
that fail to conduct prope
er investigations may face
n if they mishaandle a workplaace
legal action
investigatio
on. In recent cases, companies that did
not respon
nd properly to investigation requests
r
faced
legal action
n and six‐figure
e settlements.

Establish Investiggation Goals Early On and
d
Asseess Complaintts with Discreetion
One of the best waays to ensure eeffective
invesstigations is to establish a consistent frameework.
This fframework sho
ould be repeattable for variou
us
incid ents and accou
unt for the folllowing:






Investigattion objectivess—In general, tthe
goal of an investigation is to resolve
workplacee issues in fair aand efficient
manner. B
Both the organization itself and its
HR representatives mustt be aware of
nning.
investigatiion objectives from the begin
Clear objeectives can guid
de investigatorrs and
promote tthe timely reso
olution of workkplace
incidents.
Investigattion scope—Deetermining thee
scope of aan investigation
n early on can help
focus inveestigative proceedures. Specifiically,
formalizinng the scope off an investigation
nvestigators gaather the
can help in
appropriatte information
n and carryout
correctivee action for varrious types of
incidents.
Investigattion timing— W
When it comess to
workplacee investigationss, timeliness iss key.
Regardless of the perceiived merit of th
he
pany’s best inteerest
complaintt, it’s in a comp
to trigger investigations upon request..
uld be considerred
Failing to aact quickly cou
prejudicial to the employee and resultt in
potential cclaims.

Accordingly, it’s important for mangerss, HR
ess leaders to understand
u
professionals and busine
best practiices for conduccting workplace
investigatio
ons.
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When assessing employee concerns, it’s important to
consider the nature of the issue, who’s involved and what, if
any, company policies apply. Employers should determine
whether employees involved in the incident should be
separated or given paid leave until the situation is resolved.
As a general rule, when assessing incidents, all concerns and
complaints fielded from your employees must be taken
seriously. While some investigations may not be carried out
per the employer’s discretion, companies should educate
themselves on relevant laws regarding incident investigations
and when they are necessary.

Carry Out Investigations in a Fair and Objective
Manner
Employers must demonstrate procedural fairness when
conducting workplace investigations. These investigations
should be thorough and well documented before an
employer takes any action. Additionally, effective workplace
investigations embrace the following three principles:






Neutrality—HR and other personnel involved in an
investigation must be detached from an incident.
Those involved should remain objective and have no
personal stake in the outcome of an investigation.
Employers have a duty to conduct workplace
investigations in a fair and impartial manner. To
remain neutral, it’s important to give all employees
involved in an investigation the opportunity to
provide their version of the incident.
Thoroughness—To ensure that the proper decision
is made following an investigation, you must be
thorough in uncovering all the necessary
information. Ask detailed questions throughout the
process.
Timeliness—Once an investigation is triggered,
investigators must act promptly to avoid further acts
of wrongdoing. Any disciplinary action should be
administered in a timely manner to avoid potential
legal issues.

It’s important for organizations to decide whether they will
utilize internal or external investigators. While internal
investigations tend to be quicker and comply with

organizational policies, external firms ensure neutrality
throughout all investigations.

Respect the Privacy of Those Involved in an Incident
In some instances, employees may be reluctant to participate
in an investigation due to privacy concerns. Because of this,
employers walk a fine line and must balance the privacy
interests of their employees with their own legitimate
business and safety interests.
All parties involved in an investigation have a right to privacy
and confidentiality. These rights are especially important if an
incident involves sensitive subject matter. Employers must be
tactful and avoid oversharing details regarding the incident.
Only those who need to know should be given the facts of the
case.
It’s better to be overly cautious when handling workplace
investigations, limiting information as follows:




Respondents (i.e., the alleged harasser, subject of an
incident or a bully) are entitled to know that a claim
has been brought against them. They should also be
informed on the details of the claim and what to
expect during a formal interview.
Witnesses can provide your investigators with
valuable information regarding workplace incidents.
However, employers should still keep the details of
the incident to a minimum when speaking with
witnesses.

Conducting Interviews
Detailed interviews are the most important aspects of
workplace investigations. Interviews can provide a clear
understanding of an incident and help employers determine
what, if any, disciplinary action should be taken.
Employers will want to decide:


Who to interview—Interviews should be conducted
with respondents, complainants and witnesses at a
minimum. It’s a good idea to only interview those
who have information relevant to the case. It may
also be helpful to have more than one investigator
present during the interview





What order to interview—Employers should be
cognizant of the interview order. Generally,
businesses should interview the complainant first,
any witnesses second and the respondent third.
Schedule follow‐up interviews as needed. Each
subject should be informed that the interview
process is confidential.
What to ask during interviews—Questions should be
written and prepared ahead of time. These
questions should be a mix of open‐ and close‐ended
questions. Above all, interview questions should
help investigators gather details related to times,
dates, locations, individuals involved and other
witnesses. Sample questions include:
 What happened?
 When/where did it happen?
 Who was present?
 Who did or said what?
 Why did it happen?
 Is there evidence?
 Who else may have relevant information?

Interview responses and other relevant details should be
recorded throughout the investigative process. Investigators
should take detailed notes, which will help during the review
process.

Taking Action
If, after an investigation occurs, you find that the employee’s
complaint is substantiated, the employer should take action
to:





Prevent the harassment, fraud or misconduct from
recurring. To accomplish this, issue training and
educational resources as needed.
Make accommodations to ensure employees feel
safe at work.
Discipline the subject of the complaint in a manner
proportional to the severity of the misconduct, up to
and including dismissal. Do not take action against
an employee if you have no clear evidence of
misconduct.

If the complaint is not substantiated, the employer should
notify the parties accordingly and explain how this conclusion
was reached.
After an investigation concludes, you should compile your
findings in a final report. It’s also a good idea to assess the
effectiveness of your investigation process and make any
improvements.

